The Smell of Other People’s Houses by Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock
Still Life with Tornado by A.S. King
March: Book Three by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, Nate Powell
Up to This Pointe by Jennifer Longo
A Fierce and Subtle Poison by Samantha Mabry
The Female of the Species by Mindy McGinnis
Holding Up the Universe by Jennifer Niven
Underwater by Marisa Reichardt
Highly Illogical Behavior by John Corey Whaley
And I Darken by Kiersten White
The Serpent King by Jeff Zentner
The Reader: Book One of Sea of Ink and Gold by Traci Chee
In the Shadow of Liberty: The Hidden History of Slavery, Four Presidents, and Five Black Lives by Kenneth C. Davis
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For more information on the Sequoyah Book Awards, visit www.oklibs.org